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The Great Unifier: Emperor Tewodros II of Ethiopia Ghelawdewos Araia One of the most magnificent
Ethiopian leaders and founder of modern Ethiopia is
The Great Unifier: Emperor Tewodros II of Ethiopia
The Hundred Days (French: les Cent-Jours IPA: [le sÉ‘Ìƒ Ê’uÊ•]) marked the period between Napoleon's
return from exile on the island of Elba to Paris on 20 March 1815 and the second restoration of King Louis
XVIII on 8 July 1815 (a period of 111 days). This period saw the War of the Seventh Coalition, and includes
the Waterloo Campaign, the Neapolitan War as well as several other minor campaigns.
Hundred Days - Wikipedia
Hirohito (è£•ä»•, 29 April 1901 â€“ 7 January 1989) was the 124th Emperor of Japan according to the
traditional order of succession, reigning from 25 December 1926, until his death on 7 January 1989.He was
succeeded by his eldest son, Akihito.In Japan, reigning emperors are known simply as "the Emperor" and he
is now referred to primarily by his posthumous name, Emperor ShÅ•wa (æ˜-å’Œå¤©çš‡).
Hirohito - Wikipedia
Darth Sidious, a Force-sensitive human male, was the Dark Lord of the Sith who founded the Galactic Empire
after toppling its predecessor, the Galactic Republic from within. Prior to his term as Supreme Chancellor and
subsequent reign as the Galactic Emperor, Sidious was born approximately...
Darth Sidious | Wookieepedia | FANDOM powered by Wikia
The Roman Calendar. The Roman calendar is the ancestor of our modern calendar.Some of its features are
still in use today.
The Roman Calendar - Time and Date
Emperor Meiji (æ˜Žæ²»å¤©çš‡, Meiji-tennÅ•, 3 November 1852â€“30 July 1912) was the 122nd emperor of
Japan according to the traditional order of succession. His reign lasted from 1867 until his death.
Emperor Meiji - Simple English Wikipedia, the free
CRI, P.O. Box 8500, Charlotte, NC 28271 Phone (704) 887-8200 and Fax (704) 887-8299 3 the entrance of
the Emperor into the council, speaks of Eusebiusâ€™s "panegyrical flattery."9 Eusebius presents
Constantine in the highest possible terms so as to enhance his own position.
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